
Tuscany is a land of honey-toned light where countryside and cityscape blend in a truly idyllic setting.  Here,

timeless vistas are enveloped by the celebrated gossamer light that falls on this land.  And in springtime the vibrant

greens of vineyard, field, hedgerow and forest erupt in a verdant exuberance as far as the eye can see. Picturesque

hamlets are landscaped with flowering gardens at their most colorful time of year.

This premier region of central Italy has remained virtually

unchanged for centuries—blessed by nature and renowned

for its art and history, picturesque medieval villages, and

ethereal landscapes that are some of the most photogenic in

the world.  At the heart is the cathedral city of Pisa,

historically one of the most important and influential of

Tuscan cities.  During the 11  century, Pisa rose to

prominence as one of the major republics of Italy as

investments poured into the city—and built the iconic

monuments now known around the world.

Tuscany in Springtime
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Discover this medieval gem and its neighboring regions of Chianti and Pienza with us over several days. 

Photograph the vast tapestries of nature, architecture and culture that some of Italy’s finest regions have to offer.

Undulating hills are lined with carefully tended vineyards and olive groves, while winding roads twist up to medieval

hilltop villages. Chianti’s impressive Monteriggion is one of the

region’s most intact walled and fortified towns, perfectly

rounded to suit the hill it was built upon in the early 1200s. 

Its towers were so impressive that it is mentioned in Dante’s

Divine Comedy.  In these and other towns we discover

narrow alleys, picturesque doorways and windows, and

bustling local outdoor markets.

In Pienza, the classic dark-green cypress trees of Tuscany lift

against the sky, the trees outlining the rural roads and

accenting isolated farmhouses.  Olive groves, orchards, and vineyards are counterbalanced with ancient walled

towns and villages accented by stucco walls and tiled roofs.  Of course, we have ample time to enjoy the fresh local

cuisine (after all, we are in Italy!) and to try a glass of class of local wine if so desired. Tuscany offers the perfect

blend of town and country, of old and new, of grand vistas and intimate details—all combined in one exceptional

photo tour.

Tour Itinerary
Day 1
Depart on flights from the US.

 

Day 2 (May 29)
Arrive in Pisa, Italy, and transfer from the airport by hotel shuttle on your own. We meet in the hotel

lobby at 6:30 PM and walk to a local restaurant for dinner.  (D)  

 

Day 3
A full day to explore the cathedral city of Pisa. Our

centrally-located hotel is only a short walk from the

Piazza del Duomo (Piazza dei Miracoli) and Pisa’s

iconic Leaning Tower. The River Arno, lined with

colorful buildings, carves through this historic part of

Pisa.  In the evening we photograph the river itself,

with street lights and buildings reflected in the tranquil

water. (BLD)

 



Day 4
We travel to Radda in the Chianti region of Tuscany, stopping for photography en route—this area

boasts some of the most beautiful bucolic landscapes in the world. The region topography is miles of

rolling hills, showcased with its vineyards, cypress-lined roads, and medieval towers. Spring is at its

peak and, in the warming weather, the vineyards and woodlands have turned green, and olive groves

hint at the coming abundance.  We’ll retire to the Villa Campomaggio, a classic country inn that will be

our home base for three nights. (BLD) 

 

Days 5–6
During these two days we focus on the gently rounded hills draped with the rows of spring-green

vineyards of the Chianti area. Colorful vines cling to walls of weathered stone and brick, and olive

groves provide a silvery contrast. From our convenient and comfortable hotel situated in the hills near

Radda, we make daily excursions throughout the Chianti region. We photograph the castle and town of

San Gimignano, the walled town of Monteriggioni, and travel to the hilltop towns of Radda, Panzano

and Montefioralle.  (BLD)

 

Day 7
We drive to Pienza, a UNESCO World Heritage site in

the renowned Val d’Orcia, with time for afternoon

photography after checking into our hotel. The entire

valley in this iconic area has been designated a

UNESCO World Cultural Landscape. Open vistas of

agricultural land—stretch over low hills off into the far

horizon, punctuated by serpentine rows or small

groupings of dark green cypress and isolated

farmhouses. Our four nights in one convenient hotel

situated only a few steps from the historical center of Pienza allow us ample time for photography in the

area.  (BLD)

 

Day 8
We explore Pienza, built as a utopian town in the 15  century, including the Duomo with its light-

flooded interior, and Palazzo Piccolomini, where the spectacular view from its loggia overlooks the Val

d’Orcia and the extinct volcano Monte Amiata. Photogenic hilltop towns, including car-free

Montepulciano, sit high on a limestone ridge overlooking the Val di Chiana, and Lucignano—a

remarkable example of medieval town planning with its elliptical concentric rings of brick and stone

buildings and narrow streets.  (BLD)

 

Day 9
In the morning we photograph at the beautiful Romanesque Abbey of Sant’Antimo near Montalcino. We
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visit Castello Banfi, a family-owned estate and winery in the Brunello region. We photograph the

extensive vineyards, with opportunities for images of the cask and barrel rooms—racks of oak barrels

create surprising patterns against warm woodwork and rustic tiled floors—and a delicious wine lunch

are highlights of our day.  (BLD)

 

Day 10
En route to Chiusure our road travels through the

textured gray clay “badland” landscapes of the Crete

Senesi region. The town of Asciano lies amidst these

Sienese clay hills and the winding roads in this area

are spectacular. The brick-red Abbey of Monte Oliveto

Maggiore stands out in exquisite contrast on a hill

green with columnar cypress trees. To reach the

photogenically-isolated hill town of Civita di

Bagnoregio we must walk a steep one-quarter-mile-

long footbridge to a 2,500-year-old Etruscan gateway. Civita—stunningly-sited high on an ever-eroding

tuff plateau—glows golden in the warm afternoon light. We follow crooked cobblestone lanes that wind

among stone houses—a perfect setting to capture architectural details of stairways, doors and ivy-clad

ancient stone walls and arches.  (BLD)

 

Day 11
We have one last morning to photograph in Pienza before we return to Pisa for an overnight at a

convenient airport hotel.  (BLD)

 

Day 12 (Jun 8)
Depart for home.  (B)

 Trip Details
May 28 - Jun 08, 2021

Fee: $6,695 from Pisa, Italy

Deposit: $800

Limit: 12 participants

Activity Level: Moderate

Tour Leaders

 JOHN SHAW
and local guide 
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